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Useful Information

Aveiro

Aveiro is a dynamic, mid-size city. It has about 75.000 residents and offers much of what characterises the
big cities.

Aveiro is both a prosperous city of commerce and services, as well as a centre of culture and leisure, located
in a region of high industrial development.

Art Nouveau, an architectural and decorative style evolving at the end of 19th century characterises many of
the buildings in Aveiro, making the riverfront an impressive array of art nouveau history. This display of
unique architecture in combination to the colourful handcrafted boats (spot the suggestive motives on the
helm), the ‘moliceiros’, that travel through the lagoon canals, make the city known as the ‘Portuguese
Venice”. The Aveiro Lagoon, the salt-pans, the extensive beaches just a few minutes way and the numerous
green spaces are marks of a young and dynamic city with much to offer to its visitors.

Useful links
Centre Portugal Tourism Board
http://www.visitcentro.com/
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The UA

The University of Aveiro is a public institution with the mission of intervening and developing graduate and
post-graduate degrees, research and cooperation with society.

Created in 1973, it has rapidly transformed itself into one of the most dynamic and innovative universities in
the country. Attended by about 13.000 students of graduate and post-graduate courses, University of Aveiro
assumes an extremely relevant role in the Portuguese academic context, positioned in a leading role
regarding the quality of the provided infrastructures, the quality of the produced research and the excellence
of the teaching staff.

UA is a privileged partner of enterprises and other national and international entities, with which it
co-operates through several projects and programs and to whom it provides important services, constituting
in this way, a research space where innovative products and solutions that contribute to the advancement of
science and technology are developed.
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The Campus

The GEM Europe 2019 Summer School will be held at the Campus of Santiago, Aveiro, located alongside the Aveiro
Lagoon margins. A point where Arts, Science and Culture meet, the Campus welcomes not only national and
international scientific conferences, but also exhibitions and creations of an artistic nature.
The Campus includes a number of buildings designed by nationally and internationally recognized architects. The
university holds permanent exhibitions of contemporary Portuguese architecture, and is visited annually by
numerous large numbers of people.
Santiago Campus has buildings designed for teaching and researching, students’ and teachers’ residences,
canteens and bars, a bookstore, lecture theatres for conferences and entertainment shows, exhibition galleries,
sports’ pavilions, athletics tracks, laundries, post-office, nursery, banks and shops, all inside a Campus surrounded
by the natural beauty of centuries-old salt-pans and located just a few minutes from the city centre.
some figures about the Campus
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How to reach UA

flying to Portugal
The

closest

airport

is

Francisco

Sá

Carneiro

International

Airport

in

Oporto

(www.aeroportoporto.pt/pt/opo/home), located some 70 kms to the north of Aveiro. Portela International
Airport in Lisbon is located 250 kms south of Aveiro.

» from Oporto airport
The trip between the airport and the railway station (called Porto-Campanhã), which has direct rail
connections to Aveiro, can be done by taxi for around 20€ and takes around 30 minutes. A less expensive
way to reach the Porto-Campanhã railway station is to use the Metro (www.metrodoporto.pt/), which has a
terminal at the airport. The trips between the airport and the railway station take about 32 minutes and the
ticket costs 1.85€ (Z4 ticket). The train journey to Aveiro from Porto Campanhã takes between 40 minutes
and 1h15, depending on the type of train used (Cost of the local train: €3.40 one-way). There are regular
trains to Aveiro from Porto . Timetables can be found online at www.cp.pt/passageiros/en.
» from Lisbon airport
If you're arriving by plane, the simplest form of transport to Aveiro is by train from Lisboa-Oriente railway
station. The journey from Lisbon to Aveiro is 2-2.5hours, depending what type of train you take (Cost: €20-26
one-way). To get to the train station, you can go by Metro (Red Line); the ticket costs 1.40 €. By taxi, it takes
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about 10 minutes and costs around 10€. You can also take a bus (lines 5 and 44). Train timetables can be

.

found online. Timetables can be found online at www.metrolisboa.pt/

arriving by train
Aveiro railway station is located about 20 minutes walking distance or 5 minutes taxi ride from the University
Campus. You can find taxis waiting outside the Aveiro train station. See how to reach the University of
Aveiro in the city map. To reach the Campus, you can also use the bus line 4 (www.aveirobus.pt/) which
departs at regular intervals from outside the railway station.

arriving by car
From the north, using the A1 motorway, or from the east, take the IP5/A25 and follow in the direction of
Lisbon . Exit the A1 in the direction of Aveiro and take the IP5/A25. There are two exits to the city from the
IP5/A25, first "Aveiro-Norte" and some kilometres further on, the "Aveiro" exit. This second exit is best for
reaching the University of Aveiro (the University is near the hospital).

From the south, using the A1 motorway, follow in the direction of Porto. Exit the motorway at
"Aveiro-Sul/Águeda" (exit 15) and follow the EN235 road directly to the University Campus (the University is
near the hospital). From the south, using the A8 and A17 motorways, exit at "Aveiro-Sul” and follow the
EN235 road directly to the University campus (the University is near the hospital).

See how to reach the University of Aveiro in the city map.
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Accommodation
There are several accommodation establishments in Aveiro, and most of them are willing to welcome the participants
of GEM Europe 2019 at special rates. All hotels provide easy access to the conference venue (Campus of the
University of Aveiro) and the majority is located within a walking distance.

Montebelo Vista Alegre Ilhavo Hotel*****
Lugar da Vista Alegre - 3830-292 Ílhavo
Tel.: +351 234 241 630
montebelovistaalegre@montebelohotels.co
m
Single: 85€ | double: 95€ (includes:
breakfast, access to the indoor swimming
pool, sauna, turkish bath, jacuzzi and
health club)
distance: 12 minutes by car (9 kms)

Hotel As Américas****
Rua Eng. Von Hafe, 20 - 3800-176 Aveiro
Tel.: +351 234 346 010 | Fax: +351 234
346 019
info@hotelasamericas.com
single: 69€ | double: 81€ | suite: 125€ |
triple: 110€ (includes breakfast, parking,
free wi-fi, welcome drink)
walking distance: 20 minutes / by car: 6
minutes
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Hotel Aveiro Palace****
Rua de Viana do Castelo, 4 (Ponte Praça) 3800-275 Aveiro
Tel.: +351 234 423 001 / +351 234 421 885
| Fax: +351 234 421 886
geral@hotelaveiropalace.com
single standard: 57€ | single superior: 67€ |
double standard: 67€ | double superior: 77€
| double superior comfort: 87€ | junior suite:
103€ | Suite: 133€ | extra bed: 17,50€
(includes breakfast, free wi-fi)
walking distance: 15 minutes / by car: 5
minutes

Mélia Ria Hotel & Spa****
Cais da Fonte Nova, Lote 5 - 3810-260
Aveiro
Tel.: +351 234 401 000 | Fax: +351 234
401 009
melia.ria@meliaportugal.com
single: 80€ | double: 90€ (includes
breakfast, free wi-fi)
walking distance: 25 minutes / by car: 6
minutes

Hotel Moliceiro****
Rua Barbosa de Magalhães, 15/17 3800-154 Aveiro
Tel.: +351 234 377 400 | Fax: +351 234
377 401
hotelmoliceiro@hotelmoliceiro.pt
individual standard: 82,5€ | individual
anti-allergic: 90€ | double standard: 97,50€
| duplo anti-allergic: 110€ | superior room:
starting at 127,50€ | suites: starting at 155€
| extra bed for adult: 45€
walking distance: 15 minutes / by car: 5
minutes
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Hotel Imperial***
Rua Dr. Nascimento Leitão - 3810-108
Aveiro
Tel.: +351 234 380 150 | Fax: +351 234
380 159
reservas@hotelimperial.pt
single: 35€ | double: 50€ (includes
breakfast, free wi-fi)
walking distance:: 11 minutes / by car: 3
minutes

Veneza Hotel***
Rua Luís Gomes de Carvalho, 23 3800-211 Aveiro
Tel.: +351 234 404 400 | Fax: +351 234
404 401
reservas@venezahotel.com
individual: 56€ | duplo: 67€ (includes
breakfast, free wi-fi)
walking distance:: 25 minutes / by car: 5
minutes

Hotel Jardim***
Praceta D. Afonso V - 3810-094 Aveiro
Tel.: +351 234 426 514 | Fax: +351 234
424 133
info@hoteljardim.pt
single: 44€ | double: 60€ | triple: 80€ |
quadruple: 100€ (includes breakfast, free
wi-fi)
walking distance:: 15 minutes / by car: 4
minutes
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Hotel Afonso V***
Rua Dr. Manuel das Neves, 65 - 3810-101
Aveiro
Tel.: +351 234 425 191/2/3 | Fax: +351 234
381 111
info@hotelafonsov.pt
single: 39€ | single standard: 43€ | single
executive: 46€ | double economic: 56€ |
double standard: 60€ | double executive:
63€ (includes breakfast, free wi-fi)
walking distance:: 14 minutes / by car: 4
minutes

Hotel Aveiro Center**
Rua da Arrochela, 6 – Albôi - 3810-052
Aveiro
Tel.: +351 234 380 390 | Fax: +351 234
380 391
reservas@hotelaveirocenter.pt
single: 50€ | double: 65€ | triple: 85€
(includes breakfast, free wi-fi)
walking distance:: 7 minutes / by car: 2
minutes

Hotel das Salinas**
Rua da Liberdade, nº10 - 3810-126 Aveiro
Tel.: +351 234 404 190 | Fax: +351 234 404 191
reservas@hoteldassalinas.pt
single: 50€ | double: 65€ | single studio: 55€ | twin studio: 75€ | triple studio: 85€ (includes
breakfast, free wi-fi)
walking distance:: 3 minutes / by car: 2 minutes
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Alojamento do Alboi
Rua da Liberdade, 10 - 3810-126 Aveiro
Tel.: +351 234 404 170 | Fax: +351 234 404 191
info@alojamentodoalboi.com
single: 43€ | double: 55€ | triple: 70€ (includes breakfast, free wi-fi)
walking distance:: 7 minutes / by car: 2 minutes

Aveiro Rossio Hostel
Rua João Afonso de Aveiro, 1 - Praça do
Rossio - 3800-198 Aveiro
Tel.: +351 234 041 538; + 351 964 398 194
aveirorossiohostel@gmail.com
Double with private bathroom: 49€ | extra
bed: 15€ | bed in dormitory (4 ou 5 beds):
17€/pax | bed in dormitory (6 ou 8 beds):
15€/pax (includes breakfast, free wi-fi, and
use of equipped kitchen)
walking distance:: 13 minutes / by car: 4
minutes

Aveiro Rossio Lodge
Rua das Tricanas, 5 - 3800 Aveiro
Tel.: +351 234 041 538; + 351 964 398 194
aveirorossiolodge@gmail.com
double standard: 41€ | double superior: 49€
| extra bed: 15€ | quadruple: 75€ (private
WC in all rooms; free wi-fi)
walking distance:: 14 minutes / by car: 5
minutes
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Aveiro Rossio Bed & Breakfast
Rua das Velas, 20, 3800-274 Aveiro
Tel.: +351 234 043 859; + 351 964 398 194
aveirorossiobnb@gmail.com
double superior: 55€ | suite (2 pax): 63€ |
suite (3 pax): 79€ | suite (4 pax): 93€
(private WC in all rooms; breakfast; free
wi-fi)
walking distance:: 13 minutes / by car: 4
minutes

Hostel Welcome In
Avenida Dr. Lourenço Peixinho, 119 3800-166 Aveiro
Tel.: +351 234 34 60 30 | Fax: +351 234 34
60 39
info@welcomein.pt
single private suite: 32,50€ | double private
suite: 44€ | cama em camarata partilhada:
19€ | breakfast: 5€/pax/day (includes free
wi-fi)
walking distance:: 26 minutes / by car: 10
minutes

OC Salon Charm Hostel & Suites
Rua Gustavo Ferreira Pinto Basto, 16 3810-119 Aveiro
Tel.: +351 234 041 202
reservas@ocsalonhostel.com
double room with private wc: 65€ | double
room shared: 65€ | familiar room with
shared wc: €70| camarata for 4 persons:
30€/pax (includes breakfast, free wi-fi)
walking distance:: 17 minutes / by car: 7
minutes
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Hotel Azevedo**
Rua Arrais Ançã, 16 - Costa Nova 3830-455 Ílhavo
Tel.: +351 234 390 170
geral@hotelazevedo.com
single: 45€ | double: 50€ (includes
breakfast)
by car: 15 minutes
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